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	I feel somewhat like an old man remarking in this fashion, but this book is a great example of the

	wonderful time in which you currently find yourself. To be alive and learning right now—when there

	are accessible resources such as this about lockpicking, with beautiful illustrations and lessons written

	with passion visible on every page—that is truly something.





	I reflect back and compare the state of things now with how they were when I was young. I

	dreamed of being able to open locks. I knew it could be done, but I did not know how. In the

	1980s, when my hunger for this knowledge was getting quite powerful, the state of educational materials

	was very different. Through ads in magazines I found a small publisher in the United States

	offering a book called The Complete Guide to Lockpicking by Eddie the Wire. This book was an

	inspiration, both for paying close attention during my English lessons in school (all the better to

	understand Eddie’s every word) and for obtaining pick tools (which could only be found at an expensive

	spy shop for the equivalent of $200 at the time).





	It was with great excitement that I sat down at home with my first proper tool set, my book, and

	some locks from the store. However, it took an entire long and frustrating day before the first padlock

	clicked open. You know (or you will soon find out!) how it feels your first time; you will

	always remember that moment! The rush was amazing and addictive. From then on I was hooked

	and tried to pick any lock I could (legally!) get my hands on.





	In the following decade, I published articles on my passion for lockpicking and have since presented

	many hands-on demonstrations at security conferences. It wasn’t long before interested parties

	began forming sport picking clubs. A group of lockpickers in Germany formed SSDeV; 2 years later I

	was among those who formed a group in the Netherlands. In 2001, our organization became

	TOOOL—The Open Organisation Of Lockpickers. Whenever anyone asks why our name is spelled with

	three O’s, we remind them that to be good at picking there is no other path than to practice Over and

	Over and Over again. TOOOL has continued to grow and today we are pleased to be able to introduce

	new people to the topic of locks and security all around the world.





	I first met Deviant Ollam when presenting about lockpicking on a trip to the United States. I was

	attempting to spread the idea that knowledge of physical security matters should be spread much like

	the details and reports of computer security matters, any industry that encourages open, honest discussion

	will always have better products, more informed consumers, and better security for everyone

	overall. When someone showed me slides from one of Deviant’s lectures, I immediately understood

	that he could be quite an ally. He not only totally grasped the concepts when it came to locks, but he

	also understood the bigger picture regarding the state of the security industry overall.





	Deviant believes in the right of the people to understand how their hardware works in order to

	properly evaluate it and use it. He now sits on the Board of Directors of the U.S. division of TOOOL

	and dedicates much of his time to teaching, traveling, and making certain that those who wish to

	learn can truly understand and follow along with this knowledge. He has also put a lot of energy into

	developing his illustrations, diagrams, and training materials. The images that appear in this work are

	unlike any other that most of us have encountered in reference woks at any other time; it’s amazing

	to compare resources like this book to the ones which have been available up until now.
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Professional WebGL Programming: Developing 3D Graphics for the WebWrox Press, 2012

	Everything you need to know about developing hardware-accelerated 3D graphics with WebGL!


	As the newest technology for creating 3D graphics on the web, in both games, applications, and on regular websites, WebGL gives web developers the capability to produce eye-popping graphics. This book teaches you how to use WebGL to...
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RF & Wireless Technologies (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
RF & wireless technology enables laptops, cell phones, portable video games and much more - engineers can "Know It All with Newnes!"     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key...
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The One-Page Project Manager for Execution: Drive Strategy and Solve Problems with a Single Sheet of PaperJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Drive Strategy With Simplicity–On A Single Sheet Of Paper!


	The One-Page Project Manager set a new standard as an understandable and easy-to-apply organizational tool, allowing managers to summarize complex projects on a single information-rich page. This book, third in the OPPM series, describes how to combine...
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IEEE 802 Wireless Systems: Protocols, Multi-Hop Mesh/Relaying, Performance and Spectrum CoexistenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Throughout the next decade, 802 wireless systems will become an integral part of fourth generation (4G) cellular communication systems, where the convergence of wireless and cellular networks will materialize through support of interworking and seamless roaming across dissimilar wireless and cellular radio access technologies. IEEE 802 Wireless...
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Expert One-on-One J2EE Design and Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
The results of using J2EE in practice are often disappointing—applications are often slow, unduly complex, and take too long to develop. The author believes that the problem lies not in J2EE itself, but that it is often used badly. Many J2EE publications advocate approaches that, while fine in theory, often fail in reality, or deliver no...
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Frommer's Paris Free and Dirt Cheap (Frommer's Free & Dirt Cheap)Frommers, 2010

	Paris Free & Dirt Cheap will offer readers a multitude of choices, insiders knowledge, local short-cuts and tips to maximise their time in the city when on a budget. From the left and right banks to around the islands and along the river, this guide will explore shopping, eating, drinking, museums, monuments, shows, readings,...
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